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Alfred announced their distribution of the all-new SHREDHED product line. A unique line of
entertainment and educational products for guitarists, SHREDHED is designed for uninterrupted
playing so guitarists can jam to their hearts' content.
SHREDHED series is an innovative line of educational products created by InkTree, Inc.
The new twist on traditional sheet music allows guitarists to view an entire song in an
easy-to-view display, allowing multiple users to learn together, eliminating the need for music
stands, and most importantly ensuring that guitarists' fingers never leave their instruments to
flip pages. The SHREDHED display can be configured into a convenient three-pocket folder
that renders it easy to carry and store, giant TAB poster, and a free-standing triangular display.
SHREDHED is loaded with song and artist related content. Artists like Green Day, Radiohead,
Pantera, Eric Clapton, The Eagles, Grateful Dead, The Black Crowes, R.E.M. and more are
showcased on SHREDHED products. The product is dry-erase and is perfect for guitar lessons.
SHREDHED is the recipient of the coveted &quot;Best in Show&quot; Award from NAMM, the
most prestigious organization of retailers and manufacturers in the music industry.
SHREDHED's unique combination of innovation and quality education renders it a remarkable
product for experts and amateurs alike.
The array of SHREDHED titles include SHREDHED The Chord Board, item number
85-30600, SHREDHED Acoustic Licks & Riffs, item number 85-30601, SHREDHED Electric
Licks & Riffs, item number 85-30602, SHREDHED Guitar Scales & Modes, item number
85-30603, SHREDHED's R.E.M.: Losing My Religion, item number 85-30605, and
SHREDHED's The Black Crowes: She Talks to Angels, item number 85-30606. Prices range
from $9.95 to $12.95.
To learn more about the SHREDHED products, visit www.shredhed.com .
To order your SHREDHED products now, visit dealer.alfred.com or call 800-292-6122.
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